Gratitude

The following short essay illustrates an exercise called “the Gratitude List.” Many of us have or will reach a “grass is greener” moment. In this moment we can think of nothing but what others have and we don’t. In this moment, this simple exercise will remind of us how God is working differently in each person’s life and we must be grateful for the graces he has given us each individually.
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A friend of mine was stuck in traffic in New York City late on a summer Friday afternoon. He was really stuck – sitting in his car on a narrow east-west cross street in Manhattan, going nowhere. He grew impatient, then angry. After a while, he started to think about how pitiful his life was. His friends were smarter, wealthier, happier than he was. He hadn’t accomplished anything significant. He was stuck in life, just as he was stuck in traffic.

Then he called a friend and asked for help. The guy said, “If you’re just sitting there in traffic, make a gratitude list.” So my friend pulled out a notebook and a pen and made a list of all the things he was grateful for. A few were big things – family, friends, job – but most of them were little things. The weekend coming up. An excellent novel he was reading. A compliment from his boss the previous day. An exhilarating jog along the East River that morning. His comfortable car. Soon his mood lifted. The exercise in gratitude restored balance to his thinking. It wasn’t a trick. My friend saw that his life really was full of good things. Gratitude was the truth.